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// INTRODUCTION
Welcome to House of Fado, a Portuguese restaurant that 
serves typical Portuguese food and wine and features Fado 
performances, a type of traditional music that is iconic  
and world-renowned.
Fado is a music genre that can be traced to the 1820s in Lisbon, 
Portugal, but probably has much earlier origins. Although its 
origins are difficult to trace, today Fado is commonly regarded 
as simply a form of song that can be about anything, but must 
follow a certain traditional structure. In popular belief, 

Fado is a form of music characterized by mournful tunes and 
lyrics, often about the sea or the life of the poor, and infused 
with a sentiment of resignation, fate, and melancholy. This is 
loosely captured by the Portuguese word saudade, or longing, 
symbolizing a feeling of loss.
Your restaurant’s trio of musicians is represented in its most 
traditional way, with a guitarist playing “Guitarra Portuguêsa” 
(Portuguese Guitar) on the left, a singer in the middle, and a 
guitarist playing “Viola de Fado” (classical guitar) on the right.

COMPONENTS

4 Restaurant boards 
1 x player color

 Musician tiles
6 x Portuguese 
guitar players

 Musician tiles
6 x Classical guitar 

players

 Musician tiles
6 x Singers

1 Game board

4 Scoring disks 
1 x player color

4 Decoration tiles Coins  
1s, 5s, and 10s

32 Prestige cubes 
8 x player color

18 Dice 1 First Player 
marker

3 Billboard 
Scoring tiles

12 Workers 
3 meeples x player color

5 Stars

36 Customers 
8 x gray 

12 x black  
16 x brown

3 Critics 
3 salmon meeples

1 Customer bag 18 Fado tiles
6 x 3 VP 
4 x 5 VP 
8 x 7 VP

33 Notation tiles  
4 types

Fado Corrido

Rute JorgeJosé

2-players

3-4-Players
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// GAME OVERVIEW
In this game, you will gain prestige for your Fado house by 
managing your restaurant. You will use your Workers to hire and 
promote Fado musicians and attract customers and critics, and 
you will use your hired musicians to write Fados.

// SETUP 

GAME BOARD SETUP

1 Place the game board in the middle of the table.
2 If you are playing with 4 players, you will use all the Musician 

tiles. If playing with 3 players, separate the Musician tiles 
with 4 on their backs and place them back in the game box. 
They will not be needed in this game. If you are playing with 2 
players, return with the Musician tiles with 3+ and with 4 on 
their backs to the game box.
Create the musicians market by placing the remaining 
Musician tiles face up on the corresponding spaces on the 
game board, according to their specialty (Portuguese Guitar, 
singer, or classical guitar).

3 Sort the Notation tiles into 4 stacks according to the note 
depicted on them. Place each of these stacks face up on the 
corresponding spaces on the game board.

4 If you are playing with 2 players, you will only use the Fado 
tiles with 2 on their back, place the others back in the game 
box. They will not be needed in this game.  
Shuffle the remaining Fado tiles face down to form the Fado 
stack and place it to the left of the game board. Place the top  
4 tiles in the stack face up on the game board as shown.  
Flip the topmost Fado tile in the Fado stack face up and place 
it back on the top of the stack.

5 Place a number of Customers of different colors in the 
Customer bag according to the number of players:  
2 gray, 3 black, and 4 brown Customers per player.

Writing Fados, improving and promoting your musicians, and 
earning money and Stars for your restaurant will earn you Prestige 
points on the Scoring track. The player with the most Prestige 
points at the end of the game will be the winner.

In a 2- or 3-player game, return the remaining Customers  
to the game box. Place 3 groups of Customers on the game 
board. For each group, draw 4 Customers at random from the 
bag and place them in the corresponding spaces as shown.
Place the Customer bag next to the game board.

6 Place Critics on the game board in the appropriate spaces:
* In a 4-player game, place 3 Critics on the game board,  

1 with each group of Customers.
* In a 3-player game, place 2 Critics on the game board,  

1 with the leftmost group and 1 with the rightmost group  
of Customers.

* In a 2-player game, place 1 Critic on the game board,  
with the middle group of Customers.

* In a 2- or 3-player game, return the remaining Critics to the 
game box.

7 Place the 5 Stars in the appropriate places on the game board 
as shown.

8 Shuffle the Billboard Scoring tiles and place 1 on each of the 3 
spaces on the game board as shown. In a 3- or 4-player game, 
use the side showing 3 scores. In a 2-player game,  
use the side showing 2 scores.

9 Place the dice next to the game board.
10 Place the money next to the game board.

Carmo MariaCarlos

Sandra RuteManuel

André Bernardo

Marco Jorge

Ricardo

Lativ

VilelaCustódioÂngelo

Pedro José Luís

1

2 2 2

3

Fado Cravo

Fado Menor

Fado Lopes

Fado Mouraria
4

MourariaMourariaMourariaMourariaFado Corrido

6 6 6
55 6 5 5 55 5 5

3

7

77

7 7 77 7

5

F

8 8 8

10

9
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PLAYER SETUP

A Each player: Choose a color and take:
1 Restaurant board, 3 Workers, 8 Prestige cubes, and 
1 Scoring disk in your chosen color, 1 Decoration tile, and  
5 money.

B Cover the 4-Customer table on the right of your Restaurant 
board with your Decoration tile.

C Place 1 of your Prestige cubes on each space of the Prestige 
track on your Restaurant board.

D Take and place a treble clef Notation tile on the appropriate 
space at the bottom of your Restaurant board.

// HOW TO PLAY
The game is played in a clockwise order starting with the first 
player.
On your turn, place one of your Workers on one of the seven 
Action spaces on the game board or on the Action space  
on your Restaurant board. You may then perform the action  
of that Action space. When your action is complete, play 
proceeds to the next clockwise player.
In each of your first three turns, the Worker you are placing is 
taken from those placed next to your Restaurant board during 
setup. From your fourth turn onwards, it is taken from those 
placed on a previous turn.
If you want to place your Worker on an Action space that is 
occupied by another player’s Worker, the other player’s Worker  
is moved to an unoccupied Kick-out space for that Action space. 
They may immediately receive the benefit depicted on that 
Kick-out space. If there is more than one unoccupied Kick-out 
space, the player whose Worker is being moved chooses which 
Kick-out space their Worker moves to.

FIRST PLAYER

The player who has most recently listened to a fado song is the 
first player. Alternatively, you may choose the first player using 
any method you prefer. The first player takes the First Player 
marker.

Golden Rule: You may not place a Worker on an Action space  
if you already have a Worker on that Action space or on any of 
the three Kick-out spaces for that Action space.  
In addition, you may not place a Worker on an Action space if 
you took it from that Action space or any of the three Kick-out 
spaces for that Action space.

E

C

A

Example 1: The yellow player wants to activate the action 
occupied by the blue player so the blue player is kicked from  
the action and chooses one of the 3 bonuses available below.
He chooses the money (1 coin that he gains immediately)  
and the yellow player performs the chosen action.

B

E Place your Workers and your money next to your Restaurant 
board.

F Place your Scoring disk on the 0 space of the game board’s 
Scoring track.

D

YOUR WORKERS

Having all 3 of your Workers placed on the game board 
makes it more likely you will gain the benefit of 
a Kick-out space, but gives you fewer options when it 
comes to choosing an action to perform on your turn. 
Once a Worker is placed on the game board it may never 
be returned to the area next to your Restaurant board.
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// LOCATIONS
There are 4 locations on the game board,  
Each of which contains either 1 or 2 Action spaces.

// LOCATION #1 // MUSICIAN MARKET
ACTION: HIRE MUSICIANS

When you take this action, choose up to 1 Musician tile from the 
group of Musician tiles to the left and up to 1 Musician tile from 
the group of Musician tiles to the right of the Action space where 
you placed your Worker. If you choose a Musician tile without a die 
on it, immediately place a die showing a 1 on that tile to indicate 
that Musician has a Fame of 1. The cost to hire each musician is 
calculated by adding together:
• An amount determined by the Fame of the musician. The Fame 

of a musician is indicated by the die on the Musician tile.  
The cost is shown in the top left of your Restaurant board. 
Note: It is not possible to hire a musician with a Fame of 6.

• An amount determined by the specialty of the musician, 
shown on the game board above the group of Musician tiles  
of that specialty.

Example 2: The yellow player may not place a Worker on this 
Action space as they already have a Worker on a Kick-out space 
for that Action space.

Example 3: The yellow player may place their Worker on this 
Action space as long as it was not taken from that Action space  
or any of the three Kick-out spaces for that Action space.

Example: The yellow player wants to hire a fame 2 Portuguese
Guitar player and a fame 1 singer. The cost to hire the Portuguese 
Guitar player is 4 (3 for hiring a fame 2 musician +1 for hiring  
a Portuguese Guitar player from the market). The cost to hire  
the singer is 3 (1 for hiring a fame 1 musician + 2 for hiring a singer 
from the market).

Carmo MariaCarlos

Sandra Rute

André Bernardo

Marco Jorge

Ricardo

Lativ

CustódioÂngelo

Pedro José Luís

3

Manuel

Vilela

Carmo MariaCarlos

Sandra Rute

André Bernardo

Marco Jorge

Ricardo

Lativ

CustódioÂngelo

Pedro José Luís
Manuel

Vilela

COST OF EACH FAME OF MUSICIAN

Fame 6: Cannot be hired

Fame 5: 15 money

Fame 4: 10 money

Fame 3: 6 money

Fame 2: 3 money

Fame 1: 1 money
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After hiring a musician, place the Musician tile on the 
corresponding space on your Restaurant board according  
to the musician’s specialty (a Portuguese Guitar player on the 
leftmost space, a singer in the middle space, or a classical guitar 
player on the rightmost space). Each Musician tile has a note 
depicted in its bottom left corner; take a Notation tile from the 
stack on the game board matching that note and place it on  
the matching space at the bottom of your Restaurant board.
You may only have one musician of each specialty in your 
restaurant; if you already have a musician of a given specialty,  
you may not hire another of that same specialty.

KICK-OUT SPACES
The benefits of the Kick-out spaces for this action are:

• Take 1 money.

• Choose a Customer from the group of Customers to the 
left or right of the Kick-out space you moved your Worker 
to. Place the chosen Customer on an unoccupied space at 
your bar on your Restaurant board.

   
/

   

• Pay 1 money to choose a Customer from the group of 
Customers to the left or right of the Kick-out space you 
moved your Worker to. Place the chosen Customer on an 
unoccupied space at your bar on your Restaurant board. 

There are 2 spaces for Customers at your bar. If you do not have 
an unoccupied space, you may not place another Customer there.
This benefit does not allow you to take a Critic.

YOUR BAR

The bar can hold at most 2 Customers at a time.  Customers 
at your bar will not earn you any money, but their applause will 
increase the Fame of your musicians when you close your bar for 
day. (see pg. 10)

Note: The only way to get Customers at your bar is from Kick-out 
spaces. 

RESIDENT MUSICIANS

The three musicians depicted on your Restaurant board are 
resident musicians who are always ready to play every night.  
The musician on the left is a Portuguese Guitar player, the 
musician in the middle is a singer, and the musician on the right 
is a classical guitar player. Resident musicians are considered to 
have a Fame of 0. Hiring more accomplished musicians will earn 
you Prestige points when you dismiss them, send them to the 
Billboard, or at the end of the game.

6

ManuelVilela

• 

• 

• 
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// LOCATION #2 // STREET
ACTION: BRING IN CUSTOMERS

    

When you take this action, you may choose to either bring in 
Customers or a Critic. You may not bring in both Customers and  
a Critic with the same action.

If you choose to bring in Customers, choose up to  
4 Customers from either the group of Customers to the left or  
the group of Customers to the right of the Action space where  
you placed your Worker. You may not choose to bring in 
Customers from both groups with the same action.

Take the chosen Customers and place them all at one empty 
table in your restaurant. You may not split the Customers between 
tables. The maximum number of Customers that may be seated 
at each table is indicated on the table itself (up to 2 at the first, 
leftmost table, up to 3 at the second table, and, if you have 
unlocked your third table, up to 4 at that table). Consequently, 
you may not take more Customers with this action than spaces 
you have remaining at a single empty table.

UNLOCKING YOUR THIRD TABLE 

Once the 5th Prestige cube is removed on your Prestige track 
at the bottom of your restaurant board you unlock your third 
table; remove your Decoration tile from the game.

If at the end your turn there are 0 or 1 Customers remaining in 
any group in the street, refill that group back to 4 Customers by 
drawing Customers at random from the bag. Do not count any 
Critic that may be with that group of Customers. If there are no 
Customers remaining in the bag and you need to draw more, place 
all the Customers that are in the discard pile into the bag and 
continue refilling. In case there are more than one street to refill, 
do it always from left to right.

CUSTOMERS 

Customers are important as they earn you money! The higher 
your restaurant’s Prestige, the more money you will earn from 
each Customer. Their applause will also increase the Fame of 
your musicians. 

If you choose to bring in a Critic, pay the cost indicated on 
the Prestige track on your Restaurant board and take a Critic 
that is with either the group of Customers to the left or the group 
of Customers to the right of the Action space where you placed 
your Worker. If there are no Critics with either of these groups of 
Customers, you may not choose to take a Critic. Place the  
chosen Critic at an empty table in your restaurant. Consequently,  
if you already have a Critic in your restaurant, you may 
not bring in another.

COST TO BRING IN A CRITIC

0 or 1 Prestige cubes have been removed: 3 Money
2 or 3 Prestige cubes have been removed: 2 Money
4 or 5 Prestige cubes have been removed: 1 Money
6 or more Prestige cubes have been removed: 0 Money

CRITICS

Having a Critic review your restaurant will increase its Prestige. 
However, Critics must be paid when brought into your 
restaurant, and the lower your restaurant’s Prestige,  
the more you will have to pay. They also take up an entire table, 
do not applaud your musicians, and do not pay for their food!

        

KICK-OUT SPACES
The benefits of the Kick-out spaces for this action are:

   

• Take 1 money. 

• Pay 1 money to take a Notation tile from the game board 
and place it on the appropriate space at the bottom of your 
Restaurant board. 

• Pay 2 money to take a Notation tile from the game board 
and place it on the appropriate space at the bottom of your 
Restaurant board.

7

• 

•
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ACTION: WRITE MUSIC

When you take this action, you may choose to either score a Fado 
tile or gain a Notation tile. You may not do both with the same action.

If you choose to score a Fado tile, choose a Fado tile on the 
game board. For each musical symbol on the chosen Fado tile, 
return a Notation tile that depicts that musical symbol from your 
Restaurant board to the appropriate space on the game board. If 
you do not have all the required Notation tiles on your Restaurant 
board, you may not choose to score that Fado tile. Place the 
chosen Fado tile on the painting in your restaurant and score the 
Prestige points shown on the Fado tile on the Scoring track.
Immediately after scoring the Fado tile, place the topmost 
Fado tile in the Fado stack on the game board in the space that 
contained the Fado tile that has just been scored. Flip the topmost 
Fado tile in the Fado stack face up and place it back on the top  
of the stack. 

Note: You may not score the topmost Fado tile on the Fado 
stack. It is face up just to show you the next Fado tile that will be 
available to be scored. 

 The first player to score 3 Fado tiles gains the Star beside the 
Fado tiles on the game board and places it in front of them.

GAINING A STAR

There are several ways you may gain one of the Stars on the 
game board. When you gain a Star, place it in front of you.  
You will score Prestige points at the end of the game for any 
Stars you have gained.

If you choose to gain a Notation tile, take a Notation tile 
from the game board and place it on the appropriate space at the 
bottom of your Restaurant board. You can have Notation tiles of 
the same type.

WRITING MUSIC

Writing music may eventually lead to the writing of a new Fado, 
earning you Fame points. If you are the first to write 3 Fados 
you will earn a Star which will score you Fame points at the 
end of the game.

KICK-OUT SPACES
The benefits of the Kick-out spaces for this action are:

• Take 2 money. 

• Increase the Fame of one of the Musician tiles on your 
Restaurant board by 1 by paying an amount of money equal 
to their new Fame, and adjusting their die accordingly. If you 
do not have enough money you may not gain this benefit.

Example: If you use this benefit to increase the Fame of one of 
your Musician tiles from Fame 3 to Fame 4, you must pay 4 money.

Fado Cravo

Fado Menor

Fado Lopes

Fado Mouraria

//LOCATION #3 // REHEARSAL ROOM

• 
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//LOCATION #4 // BILLBOARD

This location has 2 Action spaces, each of which allows you to 
either promote a musician or contract a renowned musician. You 
may not do both with the same action.

ACTION: PROMOTE A MUSICIAN

Take a Musician tile from your Restaurant board and place it 
on the appropriate space in the Billboard location according to 
the musician’s specialty (Portuguese Guitar player on the leftmost 
space, singer on the middle space, and classical guitar player 
on the rightmost space).
You may only promote a Portuguese Guitar player or a singer with 
the leftmost billboard Action space and you may only promote a 
singer or a classical guitar player with the rightmost billboard Action 
space. You may only promote a Musician with at least a 
Fame of 2. If there is already a Musician tile on that space, the 
Fame of the Musician tile you are placing must be higher than the 
Fame of the Musician tile already on the space; return the Musician 
tile already on that space to a space in the appropriate area of the 
musicians market along with the die on it. The Fame of that Musician 
tile does not change.
Take the leftmost Prestige cube from your Prestige track and place 
it on an empty space next to the Musician tile you just placed. Score 
Prestige points equal to the number on the die on the Musician tile.
If you don’t have any Prestige cubes left on the Prestige 
track you cannot Promote a Musician.

Note: A Fame 6 Musician tile promoted to a space on the Billboard 
may not be replaced and no player may promote another musician 
of the same specialty for the remainder of the game.

ACTION: CONTRACT 
A RENOWNED MUSICIAN

Choose a Musician tile in the Billboard location and pay an 
amount of money determined by its Fame as shown in the top left 
of your Restaurant board (1 money for a Fame 1 musician,  
3 money for a Fame 2 musician, and so on). Place the Musician tile 
on the corresponding space on your Restaurant board according 
to the musician’s specialty (a Portuguese Guitar player on the 
leftmost space, a singer in the middle space, or a classical guitar 
player on the rightmost space).
You may only contract a Portuguese Guitar player or a singer with 
the leftmost billboard Action space and you may only contract 
a singer or a classical guitar player with the rightmost billboard 
Action space. You may not contract a Fame 6 musician.
You may only have one musician of each specialty in your 
restaurant; if you already have a musician of a given specialty,  
you may not contract another. You always get a Notation tile 
for each contracted musician.

KICK OUT SPACES
The benefits of the Kick-out spaces for this action are:

• Take 2 money.

• Take a Notation tile from the game board and place it on the
appropriate space at the bottom of your Restaurant board.

• Choose one Customer from the group of Customers to the 
left or right of the Kick-out space you moved your Worker 
to. Place the chosen Customer on an unoccupied space at 
your bar on your Restaurant board. If you do not have an 
unoccupied space, you may not receive this benefit. 
This benefit does not allow you to take a Critic.

Vilela

Manuel

Vilela

•

• 
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Your Restaurant board has 1 Action space which only you may 
use. Consequently, it has no Kick-out spaces. This Action space 
allows you to close your restaurant for the day.

ACTION: CLOSE YOUR RESTAURANT

When you take this action, perform the following 5 steps in the 
order shown:

STEP 1 // CUSTOMERS PAY FOR THEIR MEALS

For each Customer at a table in your restaurant, you receive  
the amount of money indicated on your Prestige track.

You do not receive money for any Critic you may have in your 
restaurant or any Customers at your bar.

MONEY RECEIVED FOR EACH CUSTOMER AT A TABLE:

1 money if you have removed 2 or fewer Prestige cubes
2 money if you have removed 3 to 6 Prestige cubes
3 money if you have removed 7 or more Prestige

STEP 2 // CUSTOMERS APPLAUD

At the start of this step, ensure all Customers in your restaurant 
are lying down.

You may increase the Fame of the Musician tiles in your restaurant 
by standing up 1 or more lying down Customers (representing 
them applauding your musicians). Customers at tables and at the 
bar may be used to increase a musician’s Fame. For each musician 
whose Fame you wish to increase, you must stand up a number of 
lying down Customers as shown in the top left of your Restaurant 
board according to the Fame of the Musician tile.

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS REQUIRED TO INCREASE  
THE FAME OF A MUSICIAN

From Fame 5 to Fame 6
or Fame 4 to Fame 5: 3 Customers

From Fame 3 to Fame 4
or Fame 2 to Fame 3: 2 Customers

From Fame 1 to Fame 2: 1 Customer

You may only increase the Fame of a guitar player (Portuguese or 
classical) by standing up gray and/or brown Customers. You may 
only increase the Fame of a singer by standing up gray and/or 
black Customers.

// RESTAURANT BOARD

Vilela

10
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CUSTOMER TYPES REQUIRED TO INCREASE THE  
FAME OF A MUSICIAN

You may increase the Fame of several different Musician tiles and 
you may increase the Fame of the same Musician tile more than 
once if you wish (and you stand up enough Customers to do so).

The Customers you stand up may be anywhere in your restaurant: 
at any table or at your bar. Each Customer you stand up may only 
be used to help increase the Fame of one Musician tile by 1 Fame. 
You may not use a Critic to help increase the Fame of a Musician 
tile.

Example: You have 3 Musician tiles (two with a Fame of 2 and 
one with a Fame of 3) and a total of 3 brown, 1 black, and 1 gray
Customers in your Restaurant, as well as a Critic. 

You stand up 2 brown Customers to increase the Fame of your 
classical guitar player from 3 to 4. (1)

You cannot increase the Fame of that Musician tile to 5 as you 
would need to stand up 3 more gray and/or brown Customers 
and you only have 2 more that remain lying down.
You could increase the Fame of your Portuguese Guitar player 

by standing up the gray Customer and the remaining lying down 
brown Customer or you could increase the Fame of your singer 
by standing up the gray and black Customers. However, you do 
not have enough lying down Customers to do both.
You decide to increase the Fame of your singer from 2 to 3, 
standing up the gray and black Customers. (2)

The remaining lying down brown Customer is not enough to 
increase the Fame of any of your Musician tiles any further. The 
Critic may never be used to increase the Fame of a Musician tile.

Portuguese Guitar player - gray           or brown

Singer - gray           or black

Classical guitar player - gray           or brown

Vilela Sandra Marco

(1)
(1)

(2)

(1)(2)

(2)

Designer’s tip:“Specific color choices are offered to Customers 
based on the type of musicians and cultural influences. Brown signifies 
an appreciation for wooden instruments like guitars, while black is 
associated with singers, as Fado singers traditionally attire themselves 
in black. This color distinction not only aids in recalling which 
Customers applaud for which musicians but also adds a layer  
of cultural significance.”

11

(2)
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STEP 3 // THE TOP OF THEIR CAREER

If a musician reaches Fame 6, they are at the top of their career! 

If they are the first musician of their specialty to reach Fame 6:

• Immediately place their Musician tile in the appropriate space 
of the Star Musicians area of the game board. 

•  Gain the Star below that space. 

• Score 6 Prestige points.

If they are not the first musician of their specialty to reach 
Fame 6, do one of the following: 

• Immediately remove the Musician tile from the game and 
score 6 Prestige points. 

• Leave the Musician tile in your restaurant. 

STEP 4 // KEEP OR DISMISS MUSICIANS

For each Musician tile in your restaurant, you must decide if you 
will keep the musician or dismiss them.

If you decide to keep a musician, simply leave the Musician tile  
in your restaurant.

For each musician you decide to dismiss:

• Return the Musician tile to a space in the appropriate area  
of the musicians market along with the die on it. The Fame  
of the Musician tile does not change.

• Score Prestige points equal to their Fame.

CRITIC REVIEWS THE RESTAURANT

If you have a Critic in your restaurant, remove the 2 leftmost 
Prestige cubes on your Prestige track from the game and return 
the Critic to one of the Costumer groups on the game board 
without a Critic.

STEP 5 // CUSTOMERS LEAVE THE RESTAURANT

Remove all Customers from your restaurant and place them  
in the Customer discard pile.

Vilela

//PRESTIGE TRACK

Your Prestige track may be improved by removing the Prestige 
cubes from it. Prestige Cubes are removed when you promote  
a musician and after each Critic review.  
Removing Prestige cubes from your Prestige track provides the 
following benefits:

  After the 2nd, 4th, and 6th Prestige cubes are removed, the 
cost of bringing in a Critic is reduced.

After the 3rd and 7th Prestige cubes are removed, the money 
you receive for each Customer at a table in your restaurant  
is increased.

  When the 5th Prestige cube is removed, you remove the 
Decoration tile from your Restaurant board and unlock your 
4-Customer table.

A PLACA ESTELAR

The Star you gain for being the first player to remove all 
of their Prestige cubes is a prestigious Placa Estelar for 
exceptional cuisine. It’s not worth any more than any other 
Star you may gain, but still, good work!

If you are the first player to remove all of your Prestige cubes from 
your Prestige track, you gain the Star next to the table icon in the 
bottom right of the game board.

12
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1. Customers pay for their meals. The player receives 6 
money from the 3 Customers at the middle table (2 money  
for each, according to their Prestige track). The Critic does not 
pay for the meal, and the 2 Customers at the bar do not pay 
either, since they are not dining.

2. Customers applaud. The player decides to proceed as 
follows:

a) One of the brown Customers at the table stands up and 
applauds the Portuguese Guitar player (on the left). That 
musician’s Fame increases from 1 to 2.

b) The other brown Customer at the table and the brown
Customer at the bar stand up and applaud the classical 
guitar player (on the right). That musician’s Fame 
increases from  
3 to 4.

c) The black Customer at the table and the gray Customer 
at the bar stand up and applaud the singer (in the middle). 
The singer’s Fame increases from 2 to 3.

3. Critic reviews the restaurant. 2 Prestige cubes are 
removed from the Prestige track. This causes the table icon to be 
reached, so the Decoration tile is removed from the Restaurant 
board, making the third table available. The Critic is returned to a 
Customer group on the game board without a Critic.

4. Keep or dismiss musicians. The player decides to 
dismiss the Portuguese Guitar player, but keep the other 
two musicians. They return the dismissed Musician tile to the 
Portuguese Guitar area of the musicians market and score 2 
Prestige points as it has a Fame of 2.

5. Customers leave the restaurant. The Customers in the 
restaurant are placed in the Customer discard pile and the 
Critic is returned to the game board.

Example: A player is closing his restaurant:

Vilela Sandra Marco

 (a)
 (b)

 (a)
 (b) (b) (b)

 (1)

(a)  (b) (c)

 (c)

 (c)

 (b)

 (3)

(3)

(3)

(4)

Sandra Marco
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// END OF THE GAME
Once the third Star has been gained, complete the
current round so all players have an equal number of 
turns. The game then ends and you perform final scoring.

// FINAL SCORING

Each player scores the following Prestige points during final 
scoring:

• Each Musician tile in their restaurant scores Prestige points 
equal to its Fame.

• Each player scores Prestige points based on the number of 
Stars they have gained according to the following table:

• Score each specialty on the Billboard using the Billboard 
Scoring tile below it. The player with the most Prestige cubes 
next to a specialty scores the highest number of Prestige 
points on the Billboard Scoring tile. The player with the second 
most Prestige cubes next to a specialty scores the second 
highest number of Prestige points on the tile. 
In a 3- or 4-player game, the player with the third most 
Prestige cubes next to a specialty scores the third-highest 
number of Prestige points on the tile.

In the case of only one or two players having Prestige cubes 
next to a specialty in a 3- or 4-player game, or only one player 
having Prestige cubes next to a specialty in a 2-player game, 
no other player scores for the corresponding Billboard Scoring 
tile.

IN CASE OF A TIE

In the case of a tie, sum the Prestige points for several places 
according to the number of tied players, and divide the total by 
the number of tied players (rounding down).

Example: The Yellow player has the most Prestige cubes on the 
Billboard, earning 14 Prestige points. The Purple and Green players 
are tied for second with 2 Prestige cubes each, earning 6 Prestige 
points each (8+5, divided by 2, and rounded down).  
The Blue player scores 0 Prestige points.

• Each player scores Prestige points based on the number of 
Fado tiles they have scored during the game according to the 
following table:

Note: Even if a player has scored more than 4 Fado tiles during 
the game, they still only score 15 Prestige points.

• 1 Prestige point for every 5 money they have.

The player with the most Prestige points is the winner. 

In the case of a tie, the tied player with the most Stars 
wins. If there is still a tie, the tied player who scored 
the most Fado tiles wins. If there is still a tie, the tied 
player with the most money wins. If there is still a tie, 
the tied players share the victory.

Yellow player > 14 Prestige points
Green player > 6 Prestige points
Purple player > 6 Prestige points
Blue player > 0 Prestige points

Vilela

Recreation from the painting by the 
Portuguese painter José Malhoa created in 

1910. Oil painting on canvas.
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// ALFAMA ACTIONS:
MUSICIAN MARKET
ACTION: HIRE MUSICIANS

When Alfama takes this action, they choose the top-left most 
famous Musician tile from the group of Musician tiles on the left  
to hire. Then they receive a wild Notation tile.
If Alfama already has a musician of that type in their restaurant,  
they hire the top-left most famous musician from the group on  
the right. Alfama pays no cost to hire a musician.
If Alfama already has both types of musicians in their restaurant, 
they do not perform the action from that action space. Instead, 
they move to the action space on the next available location  
in a clockwise direction and perform the action from there.

Whenever Alfama hires a musician, they pick up 
any Notation tile and place it face down on their 
Restaurant board. Alfama uses the wild notation 
symbol, which represents any notation (the back of 
the tile). 

STREET
ACTION: BRING IN CUSTOMERS

When Alfama takes this action, they pick from the bigger of the 
two adjacent Customer groups, starting with gray Customers, then 
brown Customers and finally the black ones. If both groups are the 
same size, choose the group in the center first.
The new Customers will always occupy the first empty table from 
left to right in Alfama’s restaurant. If there are no Customers in the 
restaurant yet, they will be seated at the table for two.
The number of Customers to be picked up is always equal to  
the number of vacant seats at the table to be occupied,  
and they are always chosen from left to right on the street.
If it is not possible to perform this action because all tables 
are already full, Alfama does not perform the action from that 
action space. Instead, they move to the action space on the next 
available location in a clockwise direction and performs the action 
from there.

Alfama never takes a Critic.

// SOLO

The solo game follows a similar structure to the 2-player game, 
but you will be facing against an automaton called Alfama.

// GAME SETUP
Choose the color you will play and a color for Alfama. Set up the 
game in the same way as for a 2-player game with the following 
exceptions:

• Alfama does not receive any money.

• Alfama’s 3 Workers are placed on the game board at the 
beginning of the game.

To determine the placement of Alfama’s first Worker, roll a die. 
Count the leftmost Musician Market space as space 1 and proceed 
clockwise, making space 2 the rightmost Market space, space 
3 the rightmost Street space, and so on, with space 6 being the 
Rehearsal Room space. Place Alfama’s first Worker on the space 
according to the value rolled on the die.
Continue in the same manner for the second and third Alfama 
Workers. If a space is already occupied, it is skipped, and the 
count moves to the next available space in a clockwise direction.

// FIRST PLAYER
Place the First Player marker in front of you; you will be the first 
player.

// HOW TO PLAY
There are 3 important exceptions when playing the solo game:

• Alfama never receives Kick-out space benefits.

• Alfama never pays or receives money.

• The colors of the Customers in Alfama’s restaurant does not 
affect the increasing of the musicians’ fame.

As in the multiplayer game, the solo game is played in turns.  
On your turn you place a Worker and take an Action in the  
same way as in a 2-player game.

Alfama’s Worker actions and subsequent actions are entirely 
dependent on your choices. 
The Worker moved by Alfama is always the one from the location 
right after the last location you used, in a clockwise direction. Then 
they execute the action on the next location available. A location 
is available when there are none of Alfama’s Workers on the 
action space. Alfama’s movement always follows a strict clockwise 
pattern. 
If you place a Worker in a space already taken by Alfama, they 
don’t receive any bonus and simply place their Worker on any 
Kick-out space. If Alfama encounters your Worker, you receive 
your chosen Kick-out bonus as usual, after which Alfama 
proceeds with their action.

Example: You (yellow) just finished your turn by 
Writing a Fado on the Rehearsal Room (1). On their 
turn Alfama (blue) will move the Worker closest to 
the Rehearsal Room in clockwise order (2). That 
Worker is on the left space of the Musician Market.

Fado Cravo

Fado Menor

Fado Lopes

Fado Mouraria

 (1)

 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Carmo

MariaCarlos

Sandra Rute

CustódioÂngelo

Pedro José Luís Manuel

Vilela

in a clockwise direction and perform the action from there.in a clockwise direction and perform the action from there.in a clockwise direction and perform the action from there.in a clockwise direction and perform the action from there.
Whenever Alfama hires a musician, they pick up Whenever Alfama hires a musician, they pick up 

symbol, which represents any notation (the back of symbol, which represents any notation (the back of 
the tile). 

Count the leftmost Musician Market space as space 1 and proceed Count the leftmost Musician Market space as space 1 and proceed Count the leftmost Musician Market space as space 1 and proceed Count the leftmost Musician Market space as space 1 and proceed 
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BILLBOARD
ACTION: PROMOTE A MUSICIAN

Take a Musician tile from Alfama’s Restaurant board and place it 
on the appropriate space in the Billboard location, based on the 
musician’s specialty. If Alfama has multiple options for musicians 
to promote using that action space, they choose the most 
famous one.
Take the leftmost Prestige cube from the Alfama’s Prestige track 
and place it on an empty space next to the Musician tile just 
placed. Alfama scores Prestige points on the Scoring track equal 
to the number on the die shown on the Musician tile.
The rules for this action are the same as in multiplayer mode.
If it is not possible to perform this action because Alfama does 
not have the necessary musicians, they perform the Contract a 
Renowned Musician action.

ACTION: CONTRACT A RENOWNED MUSICIAN

Alfama chooses the Musician tile from the left side of the Billboard 
location without paying any coins. Place the Musician tile on  
the corresponding space on Alfama’s Restaurant board.
If Alfama already has a musician of the same specialty playing  
in their restaurant, they choose the musician on the right.
If it is not possible to perform this action, Alfama does not 
perform the action from that action space. Instead, they move 
to the action space on the next available location in a clockwise 
direction and perform that action.
Whenever Alfama contracts a musician, they pick up any Notation 
tile and place it face down on the notation symbol location on  
their Restaurant board. Alfama uses a wild notation symbol, which 
represents any notation (the back of the tile).

REHEARSAL ROOM
ACTION: WRITE A FADO

When Alfama takes this action, they return the number of 
Notation tiles (in this case wild Notation tiles) from its Restaurant 
board to the appropriate spaces on the game board equal to the 
number of Notation tiles depicted on the Fado Tile on the top 
of the Fado Stack. Place that Fado tile on its proper place in 
Alfama’s restaurant and score the Prestige points shown on the 
Fado tile.
If Alfama doesn’t have the required number of Notation tiles 
on their Restaurant board, they may not pick the Fado tile, and 
instead they take another Notation tile, flip it to the Wild Symbol 
side, and place it on their Restaurant board.

RESTAURANT BOARD
Alfama’s restaurant board functions slightly differently from the 
multiplayer game.

ACTION: CLOSE YOUR RESTAURANT

There are two situations in which Alfama performs this action:

1. Alfama closes their restaurant right after you perform the 
closing action. In this case, Alfama doesn’t need to allocate 
their Worker to the restaurant. They simply perform the action, 
and then you take your turn again.

2. If Alfama’s Worker completes a full turn (clockwise) without 
finding a location to perform an action, They place their 
Worker in their restaurant action space, and Alfama proceeds 
to close the restaurant.

On their next turn, the Worker that Alfama will use is the one in 
the restaurant. Following the clockwise direction, Alfama will place 
their Worker at the next location in relation to the last Worker you 
used and execute that action.

Instead of performing the usual 5 steps for closing the restaurant, 
Alfama only performs the following 3 steps in order:

1. Customers score 

Instead of money, Alfama gains 1, 2, or 3 points for each Customer 
on their restaurant. The value gained is indicated by the number 
of coins on their Prestige cube track.

2. Customers Applaud

When Customers applaud, all the musicians in the restaurant 
increase their Fame based on the number of occupied tables.

• If there is at least one table with Customers, upgrade all the 
musicians by 1 Fame.

• If there are 2 tables with Customers, upgrade all the musicians 
by 2 Fame.

• If there are 3 tables with Customers, upgrade all the musicians 
by 3 Fame.

• If there are no hired musicians or no Customers at any table, 
remove 1 cube from Alfama’s Prestige track instead.

3. Customers Leave the Restaurant

Remove all Customers from Alfama’s restaurant and place them in 
the Customer discard pile.

FINAL SCORING 
Alfama scores as in the multiplayer game, but in the case of a tie 
on the billboard scoring, Alfama gets the higher scoring.
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